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Abstract 
Robson, J.M., More languages of generalized star height 1, Theoretical Computer Science 106 (1992) 
327-335. 
Suppose that membership of a word w in a language L is specified in terms of the number (modulo 
some integer k) of occurrences of a fixed word W’ as a factor of w. Then the language obtained for any 
M by adding arbitrary numbers of copies of a”’ anywhere in the words of L has generalized star 
height at most 1. 
1. Introduction 
The “star height” of a regular language is defined as the minimum nesting depth of 
stars in a regular expression denoting the language. This definition can be interpreted 
in the context of regular expressions using only concatenation, union and star 
operators (the “restricted” star height), or of expressions using also intersection and 
complement operators (“generalised” star height). In this paper we are interested only 
in generalised star height and we will consistently use “star height” or even “height” to 
mean generalised star height. 
Schutzenberger [4] gave a simple characterisation of languages of star height 0 (or 
“star-free”): a language has star height 0 if and only if its syntactic monoid is aperiodic. 
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Beyond that result very little is known: a surprisingly large range of languages have 
been shown to have star height only I [ 1, 2, 3, 51, but it is not even known whether 
there exist languages of star height greater than 1. 
Among the languages which have been conjectured to have star height greater than 
1 is that of [S]: his conjecture is equivalent to the conjecture that the language of all 
words with an even number of factors of the form OE does not give a star-height-l 
language, where E stands for any string (LIU)*/J and 0 for any string (aa)*& (not 
preceded by another u). 
This paper will prove a theorem which implies the refutation of this conjecture. 
Namely, we generalise from counting modulo 2 the number of factors of the form OE 
to counting modulo any integer the number of factors of a form given by an arbitrary 
word over letters, each of which is then interpreted as representing sections (um)*aih, 
where m is an arbitrary constant. 
2. Tools 
It is convenient to define a “function of star height h” as a function from words into 
a finite range such that all its inverse images are of star height at most h. Thus, the 
conjecture referred to above is more succinctly stated as the conjecture that the 
number (modulo 2) of factors of the form OE is given by a function of star height 1. 
Note that arithmetic (or other) operations on star-height-l functions yield star- 
height-l (at most) functions since, for any operator q , an inverse image offoy is 
a finite union of intersections of pairs of inverse images off and y, respectively. 
We will make considerable use of the two lemmas first stated in Cl]. The first states 
that the right or left quotient of a star-height-n language by a fixed string is also of star 
height n. The second lemma was generalised in [3] and stated as follows (we have 
merely changed some variable names to avoid clashes). 
Let L,,j (1 <j< K) and L1 be languages of A* such that L,,i, L,*, j (for all j) and 
L1 are star-free. Assume that the substitution 0 defined by Uj’T=L,.j and ba= L1 is 
injective and let cj (1 <,j < K) be integers. Let the language L consist of all words 
M! such that 1%~ can be factored into factors from uF= 1 L,.jU L, such that the weighted 
sum CT= 1 ~3~ x (number of factors from L,,j ) equals 0 (mod n). Then L has a height of 
at most 1. 
Using the terminology of [S], we restate a weaker form of this lemma in terms of 
“tiles” and of the star-height-l functions defined above. A set of “tiles” is a set of words 
over {a, b) divided into a number of subsets (that is, the languages L,,j and L,) and 
such that the whole set constitutes a prefix code. The transfer lemma now implies that, 
provided each subset constitutes a star-free language, and so does the star closure of 
those other than L1, then the sum (modulo an integer k) of the weights (Cj) of the tiles 
used in tiling a word is a star-height- 1 function (we can define the value of this function 
for nontilable words to be any chosen constant). The extension from the form of the 
lemma stated, referring only to the language of words with sum modulo k equal to 
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zero, to the languages with arbitrary sums is an easy consequence of the quotient 
lemma. 
We have a minor technical problem in using this lemma, in that we are interested in 
functions defined on all words in (sub)* while the lemma will help us only with 
functions defined on tilable words. However, our sets of tiles will be such that every 
word in (sub)* is a prefix of a tilable word. Accordingly, we add a third letter c to be 
used as an end of word marker and ensure that a prefix of a tile followed by c is also 
a tile. Now all words ending in c must be tilable and the languages of interest (that is, 
in (sub)*) are obtained by taking right quotients by c and intersecting with 
(au b)* ~ two operations which preserve the property of having star height at most 1. 
Any word in (au b)*c can be uniquely factored into a number of “sections”, each of 
the form a”(buc). A section ending with an occurrence of b will be called “normal”. 
With respect to some integer m, we classify these sections as of type Ai, where 
i=x modm. Now, for any language L over uubu {xi 1 i<m}, we define the function 
Count(m, L, k)(w) (for w a word over (uub)*c) as the number (modulo k) of factors 
fof w such that (a)fis not immediately preceded in w by an occurrence of a and (b) 
f can be obtained from a word of L by replacing occurrences of letters Xi by the 
corresponding normal sections of the type Ai. 
Example. The OE function of the introduction is Count(2, (x1x0), 2). 
Now we can state the main theorem: If L is a finite language ouer {xi 1 i<m}, 
Count(m, L, k) has star height at most 1. 
3. Singleton languages 
First we state and prove a theorem which is somewhat more restricted but, in 
another way, more general. 
Theorem 3.1. For any m and k and any sequences of integers hl, . . . . h, and il, . . , i, less 
than m, Count(m,{x,,...x,nui~b...ui~b}, k) has star height 1. 
Proof. The proof will be by a double induction, firstly an “outer” induction on n+p 
and then an “inner” induction on n. That is, we will have an outer inductive hypothesis 
that the theorem holds for smaller n+p (for all m, k and p) and an inner hypothesis 
that it holds for this n + p and smaller n (for all m and k). We consider the base case of 
the inner induction first. If n=O, the result is certainly true since Count is simply 
counting the number of occurrences of the fixed word s = uil b . u’pb. (If we define F(s) 
as the set of words ending at the first occurrence of s, N(s) as the set of words 
containing no occurrence of s and P(s) as the set of nonempty words p such that sp has 
s as a suffix but no nonempty prefix ofp has this property, then F(s), N(s) and P(s) are 
all star-free, as is 6 the set of all words, and Count(m, s, k) is given by F(s)P(s)~-’ 
(P(s)“‘)* P(s)$for k>O or N(s)uF(s)P(s)“~’ (P(s)“)* P(s)$if k=O.) Thus, the inner 
induction is well-based. For the outer induction we take the base case n + p = 1. If p = 1 
then this is the case already discussed; so, we assume n= 1. Now the truth of the 
theorem is a fairly simple case of the transfer lemma, where we take as our tile subsets 
the singleton sets u”’ (this is L,) and all words a’b or a’c with i<m; the only tile with 
a non-zero weight being ah’h. 
Here we present a lemma on the sum over certain sections, of functions defined in 
a certain way. The conditions of the lemma may well appear strange but the use made 
of it in Section 3.2 will justify them. 
We define the alen~$k of a section of the form a”(buc) to be x. 
Iterated function lemma. Suppose that a ,function ,f jbom pairs of integers (in 
the ranges (0. .k”- ’ - 1) am/ (0. .m - I), respectively) to integers obeys the following 
conditions: 
(i) 1 < f(s, i)<k”- ‘; 
(ii) ,for uny y,j’(x, i)mod k4 is determined by Y mod k4- ’ und i, 
thut F is defined in terms qf,f us u .function .from sections of a word w to integers us 
,fdlows: 
F( first section of w) = 0 
F(section s)= 
m x,f (L(ulencgth(.s- l)- F(section s- l))/m] mod k”-‘, 
ulength(s- l)modm), 
und thut N is dqfined us Ink”- ‘; then the sum (mod& N) ofF(s) over ~11 normal sections 
s of the jbrm A,,,,, which ure immediately ,followed by the string ui1 b . uip h, is given hqj 
a star-height-l ,function. 
(Note that this is not stated here as a general fact but for the particular n for which we 
are assuming, by the inner induction, that Theorem 3.1 holds for all m and k.) 
Proof. We define a section s to be “long” if its alength is at least F(s) and to be “short” 
otherwise. The reason for this distinction is that one “normal” way of tiling the section 
will cover the first F(s) us with the end of a single tile, so that any section which does 
not start with uF(‘) must be treated specially. We note that the value of F is always 
equal to zero modulo m and that F +m modulo k’ for any section is determined by 
Ftm modulo k” on the previous section and the alength (modulo N) of that 
section. Hence, it follows by induction that the value of F on any section is determined 
completely by the alengths (modulo N) of the previous n- 1 sections; we write 
C$(Z I,..., Zn_, ) for the value of F on a section following II - 1 sections with alengths zl, 
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etc. Therefore, the sum (modulo N) of alength -F over all short normal sections of the 
form Ahn followed by ailb... a’pb is given by a star-height-l function, because of the 
inner inductive hypothesis (it is the sum of all possible terms of the form 
Count(N, {x,, . ..x.,_, ~“~ba’~b...u’~b}, k) x (H,-+(zl, ..,, z,_ 1)), where all zi are less 
than N and H, is equal to h, (modulo m) and less than @(zl,. . , z, _ 1 )). Thus, we 
restrict our attention to long Ahn sections. 
We next define sets S, S’, S,, S:, s and ,?’ of words in (au b)*: 
S contains all nonnull words w such that in the word wb the first section has alength 
less than N and every other section is short; 
S’ contains all nonnull words w such that in the word wb the first section has 
alength less than N, the last section has alength equal to F of the section and every 
other section is short; 
S, is defined for every x less than k”-’ as the intersection of S with 
amx+hnbailh...aiPb(aub)*: 
S: and p are defined analogously as subsets of S’. 
The critical fact which is ensured by the definition of F is that the value of F(a), 
where g is a section of a word w other than the first remains the same if we append w to 
another word w’ in S’ and consider the value of F(o) in the new word. [This follows by 
induction on the position of C-J in w; if it is true for the second section, it follows easily 
for the rest; so, suppose that 0 is the second section of w; moreover, suppose that the 
first section of w and the last section of w’b have alengths y and y’, respectively; the 
value of F(o) depends on alength -F and alength mod m on its predecessor; in w these 
are y - 0 and y mod m, respectively and in w’w they are y + y’ - F and ( y + y’) mod m, 
but we know that y’= F (by the definition of S’) and that F mod m=O (by the 
definition of F).] Given this fact, it is clear that membership in any of the sets S to ,?’ or 
their star closures is a local property (depending on n or p+ 1 consecutive sections, 
each with length less than 2N). Hence, we conclude that each of these sets is star-free 
and the same is true of their star closures. 
We consider the following tile set: 
uN (15, in the statement of the transfer lemma), 
-, 
S, 
S: (one subset for each x) and 
{wcl WCS,) (one subset for each x). 
We claim that 
(i) these tiles constitute a prefix code such that every word in (aub)*c is tilable; 
(ii) every long normal section s will be tiled first by a tile (from S’) which ends in 
baF@) (this being omitted in the case of the initial section), then by zero or more aN tiles 
and, finally, by one which will start with u(a’ength(s)-F(s)) mod Nb. 
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Claim (i) follows easily from the definitions of S and S’. The proof of claim (ii) 
is the central point in the proof of the lemma since this is the one where notions 
of tiling and the definitions of functions interact. Accordingly, we give it in detail. 
It is shown by induction on position in the word w that, for every long normal 
section s of u’, the tile which covers the first a of the section ends in b~~@)““‘~ N, 
except when the first section is long, when it starts with a tile uN. For the first long 
section this is clear from the definitions of S and S’; now consider two successive 
long sections s and s’ and suppose it to be true for s. Let t be the tile which 
includes the b at the end of s and use subscript t to denote the values of alength 
and F with respect to t. The only tiles which could have occurred internal to 
s are of type uN, so that t must start with u(ufength(s)-F(s))modNh. that is, alength,( 
(alength( F(s)) mod N. Since F,(s)=0 by the definition of F, alength(s)- 
F(s) mod N = alength,( F,(s). Since the value of F on a section is determined by the 
value of (alength- F)mod N on the preceding section, this implies that sections after 
s have the same values for F and F,, so that any section in t after s is either short in 
both \V and t or long in both of them; in particular, since s’ is the first long section in 
wafters, t extends as far as s’ and ends there with F(s’)= F,(s’). But by the definition of 
S’, we know that alength,( F,(s’); so, the tile which covers the first a of s’ ends in 
buFcS’), as claimed. 
To complete the proof of the lemma, we simply give nonzero weights to every tile 
subset of the fourth and fifth types; the weights for each x will be precisely mx + k, for 
S, and S:. The transfer lemma is applicable and gives a star-height-l function which 
is the sum (modulo N) over the relevant sections s of ulengtk(s)-F(s) since 
mx + k, = ulengtk(s) - F(s) (modulo N); the “relevant” sections are all long normal 
sections Ah” which are immediately followed by u”b...u’pb. Adding this to the sum 
(modulo N) of the same function over the short normal Ahn sections followed by 
uixb. ..uipb, we find that ulengtk(s)- F(s) summed (modulo N) over all normal 
A,,,, sections followed by uil b.. u’pb is a star-height-l function and it is easy to show 
that the sum (modulo N) over the same sections of ulengtk(s) is also a star-height-l 
function. Hence. the lemma follows. 0 
3.2. Using the iteruted function lemma 
Proof of Theorem 3.1 (conclusion). The case n = 1 of Theorem 3.1 follows easily from 
the iterated function lemma if we take the trivial functionf(x, i)= 1. In what follows, 
we assume that II> 1. We next define two functionsf’satisfying the conditions of the 
iterated function lemma. The difference between the two star-height-l functions 
whose existence is guaranteed by the lemma in the two cases will determine the value 
of Count which we want. 
fi (x, i) is defined in terms of the k-ary representation of x mod k”- ‘, where we count 
digits from the least significant end starting at 1 =O, as follows: first set digit 1 to zero 
for every 1 such that k,, z is not equal to i; then shift left by one digit, introducing a zero 
at the right and retaining only the II - 1 rightmost digits (and, finally, add k”- ’ if the 
result was 0). 
.fi(x, i)=.fr(x, i) for ifhI and fz(.x, II,)= 1 +.fr(x, hr)modk”-‘. 
The fact that ,fr and fz satisfy the conditions of the lemma is obvious. It remains to 
determine how a difference of 1 between the two functions on (x,/r,) affects the two 
functions F (we will write F1 and Fz with obvious meaning) and, thus, how it affects 
the functions computed as the sums of F1 or F2 over sections A,,, followed by 
ai1 h.. a’pb. Intuitively speaking, we can say that each A,,, introduces a difference of 1, 
which then shifts left through the (k-ark) digits as long as the succeeding sections are of 
types Ah*, AhA, etc. 
To be more precise, we consider 4 1 and $z as the versions of the function C$ defined 
in Section 3.1 corresponding tofi andfz. We write ( #1 - cj2) for the function obtained 
by applying #1 and $Z to the same list of parameters and subtracting the results. We 
claim that 
(a) digit 1 of 4(z,, . , z, 1 ) + m depends only on the last I+ 1 parameters, namely 
~,-~-~,...,z,-~ (for $=$r or 42), 
(b) digit I of (~1-~2)(z1,...,z,_l)t111 depends only on ~,_~_r,...,z,_~, 
(c) digit I of (~1-~2)(z1,...,z,_l)tlYI is zero unless z,_lmodm=h,+, and 
(d) if z,,_,modm=h,+,, then digit I of (~1-~2)(z1,...,~,_1)--m is equal 
(modulok) to the sum of, firstly, (-1)’ if (~,_~_~,...,z,_~)=(h~,...,h~+~) or zero 
otherwise and, secondly, a function of z,_~, . , z,_ 1. 
The proofs of these claims follow from the definitions off; and,f, and the following 
equation in 4, which is essentially a restatement of the definition of F in terms off: 
4(zz, . . ..z.)=m x,f(L(z,-$(zl, . . ..~~_~))/m] modk”-‘, z,modm). 
The proof of (a) follows easily by induction on 1, (b) is a trivial consequence of (a), (c) 
is clear from the definitions and (d) follows by induction on I: for I= O,fl (fi) has digit 
0 equal to 0 (l), giving a difference of 1 as stated; in general, the transformation from 
digit 1 of ~(zr,...,z,_r )+m to digit I+ 1 of $(z2, . . ..z.)+~ consists of negation, 
subtraction from digit 1 of Lz,,/mj, and subtraction of any carry resulting from the 
subtraction of the lower-order digits; since the lower-order digits depend on 
z, _ [, . . , z, _ 1, the total effect on the digit can be summed up as negation followed by 
the addition of a function of z, _I, . , z,. 
Therefore, the difference ( Fz - F1 ) t m on any section consists of (i) a difference in 
the digit n-2 of (- l)“-’ if the section happens to have been preceded by sections 
.%,,...,A,,,_,, (ii) a difference in the digit n - 2 depending only on the preceding n - 2 
section alengths (modulo N) and (iii) the difference between the two sequences of 
lower-order digits which each depend on these same y1- 2 alengths (modulo N). 
Recalling that the function given by the iterated function lemma is the sum of F over 
all normal sections A,,,, which are immediately followed by u’l h . a’pb. we see that the 
difference between the two such functions (for,f, and&) similarly consists (modulo N) 
of three components (apart from the easily handled contribution from any Ah, in the 
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first n - 1 sections): (i) - m( - k)” 2 for every occurrence of Ah1, . . . , &a” b . . . a’pb; (ii) 
and (iii) for every occurrence of b&h.. . ba A-’ bAhnuil b... u’pb, an amount depending 
only on (j2modN, . . . . j, _ 1 mod N). (In all cases, if p is zero, we must exclude an 
occurrence where the A,n is not normal.) But, by the outer induction hypothesis, the 
number (modulo N) of occurrences of buj'b . . . bu jn~‘bAhnuilb...&b for each possible 
sequence of values of (j, mod N, . . . , j, _ 1 mod N) is given by a star-height-l function, 
so that the number (modulo k) of occurrences of AhI, . . . . A*,u”b . ..&b can 
be obtained by subtracting components (ii) and (iii) and dividing the result by 
-m(-k)“-2. 
This together with the remark in Section 2 on arithmetic operations on star- 
height-l functions concludes the proof of Theorem 3.1. 0 
Corollary 3.2. Count(m, L, k) is star-height-l for the language L = {xh, .. x,,, ). 
Proof. This is the case p=O of Theorem 3.1. 0 
Theorem 3.3. Count(m, L, k) is star-height-l for uny$nite language L over {Xi/ i<m}. 
Proof. This is trivial since Count is simply the sum of Count(m, w, k) for every 
WFL. 0 
Corollary 3.4. The language of [S], ((a’ab)+(u’b)+)’ ( w h ere the superscript e stands for 
an even number of occurrences) has star height 1. 
Proof. This follows easily since the language is simply the intersection of the language 
{w ) Count(2, {x1 x,}, 2)(w) = 0} with the language of all words starting with ueub and 
ending in bu”b (plus the empty word). 
4. Conclusions 
Expressions of generalized star height 1 have shown a surprising ability to describe 
languages for which the most natural and succinct expressions have star height 2 or 
more. It seems likely that proving the existence of languages of star height greater than 
1 by exhibiting one such language will be hard. As a further step towards discovering 
the power of star-height-l expressions, we suggest the following conjecture which 
includes Theorem 3.3 as a special case. 
Conjecture. If L is a language of restricted star height 1 and L, is obtained from L by 
inserting an arbitrary number of copies ofu”’ at arbitrary positions in the words of L, then 
L, has generulised star height at most 1. 
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